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ABSTRACT 
During phonological acquisition, it is often observed that children’s correct sound productions 
emerge gradually in words of their lexicon.  The question to be addressed is: What predicts 
which words will change? The goal of this investigation was to determine if the frequency of a 
word in the language impacted when it would change. The results indicate that children 
implement phonological change in words in a recursive pattern with relatively high, then low 
frequency words changing in turn as children master the production of a given sound. This 
suggests that children strive to achieve harmony in the lexicon and provides additional evidence 
of a link between phonological and lexical development.  The implications of this work are 
theoretical, in supporting a model of phonological change that encompasses the recursive 
nature of these findings, as well as clinical, in determining how to select words for efficacious 
treatment of phonological delays.  

INTRODUCTION 
During phonological acquisition, it is often observed that children’s correct sound productions 
emerge gradually in words of their lexicon.  The question to be addressed is: What predicts 
which words will change?  One hypothesis is that children have a “preference” for certain words 
(Ferguson & Farwell, 1975), while others have attributed change to factors such as the position 
of a sound in a word (e.g., Davis, 1998) or the phonetic environment in which a sound occurs 
(e.g., Stringfellow & McLeod, 1994).  The goal of this investigation was to determine if the 
frequency of a word in the language impacted when it would change.  

Word frequency has been shown to influence how fast a speaker can recognize a word and how 
accurately they can produce it.  In adult studies, speakers recognize high frequency words 
faster and more accurately than low frequency words and they produce high frequency words 
faster and more accurately than low frequency words (see Luce & Pisoni, 1998 for review).  This 
indicates that adult speakers have an advantage for processing high frequency words.  
Moreover, in investigations of adult speech errors, speakers make significantly fewer errors on 
high frequency words (Vitevitch, 1997).  This suggests that, at least for adults, high frequency 
words are not only produced more accurately, but are more resistant to sound change. 

The influence of word frequency has also been documented at earlier points in development for 
infants and young children (see Gierut & Storkel, 2002 for review).  Two studies are of particular 
relevance to this investigation.  Tyler and Edwards (1993) investigated sound change for two 
children with normally developing phonological systems.  The children, aged 1;9 and 1;10, were 
in the process of acquiring a voice contrast for obstruent stops of English word-initially.  The 
children’s productions of these stops were monitored longitudinally over the course of 4 to 8 
months.  The frequency of the words that underwent change was examined.  Word frequency 
was operationally defined as the number of times the children produced the words. Results 
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indicated that sound change for these two children primarily affected high frequency words in 
the children’s lexicons.  In a second study, Gierut and Storkel (2002) conducted a group 
investigation of sound change for 19 children with phonological delays, aged 3;5 to 5;4.  This 
study focused on the children’s acquisition of fricatives. Children’s production of target fricatives 
was monitored at 2 points in time.  Again, the frequency of the words that changed was 
examined.  Word frequency was defined by the Kucera & Francis (1967) count.  Sound change 
for these children occurred primarily in relatively low frequency words.  These findings appear to 
be contradictory.  The Tyler and Edwards (1993) study found that change occurred in high 
frequency words, while the Gierut and Storkel (2002) study found that change occurred in low 
frequency words.  Notably, the methodological differences between the studies may contribute 
to the differing results.  In the Tyler and Edwards study, the children were younger, they were 
looking at the acquisition of stops, and children were monitored across an extended period of 
time.  In the Gierut and Storkel study, the children were older, they were looking at the 
acquisition of fricatives, and the children were only sampled at two points in time.  Nevertheless, 
on the basis of the adult literature and these investigations, two hypotheses emerge. 

The first is that children will be more likely to produce sounds correctly first in the low frequency 
words of the language because these words are more susceptible to sound change. This 
hypothesis would support findings by Gierut and Storkel (2002) for children learning fricative 
sounds.  Moreover, from a purely statistical standpoint, children may select low frequency words 
for change simply because the language contains more low frequency words than high 
(Vitevitch, 1997).    An alternative hypothesis is that children will strive for accurate productions 
of high frequency words first.  This hypothesis would support findings by Tyler and Edwards 
(1993) indicating that children first acquired a voicing contrast by changing words that they 
produced more frequently.  This explanation is also supported by functional accounts of 
language learning (e.g., Macken & Ferguson, 1983).  The argument here is that by producing 
sounds correctly in words that occur frequently in the language, children would become more 
intelligible to listeners. 

To evaluate these hypotheses, longitudinal data from one child, LP169, will be presented.  The 
results from this child are representative of a larger body of data that includes 4 longitudinal 
cases and cross-sectional data from 20 children with functional phonological delays.  In all 
cases, the findings converge. 

METHOD 
Child LP169 was a 3 year-old monolingual English-speaking girl.  LP169 was considered to 
have a functional phonological delay because she presented with a reduced consonantal 
inventory in the absence of other associated linguistic, motor, cognitive, or social delays.  LP169 
passed a hearing screening at 20dB and scored within normal limits on tests of oral-motor 
structure and functions, nonverbal intelligence, receptive vocabulary, and receptive and 
expressive language skills.  LP169’s case history documented typical social and emotional 
development.  As for LP169’s phonological skills, she scored below age and gender-matched 
peers on a standardized articulation test, the Goldman-Fristoe Test of Articulation (36 errors, 
12th percentile; Goldman & Fristoe, 1986).  Additional phonological testing revealed that LP169 
did not produce the interdental fricatives / /, the liquids /l r/, or word-initial stops /k g/. 
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The purpose of this investigation was to longitudinally monitor LP169’s production of the initial 
stops /k g/.  LP169’s sound productions were monitored across 8 points in time with an average 
of 12 days between each sample.  During each sampling, LP169 was asked to spontaneously 
name words in a picture naming task.  The words were selected to sample the initial stops /k g/ 
in both high and low frequency items.  There were a total of 22 words that were elicited and the 
raw frequency count ranged from 391 to 1 per million (Kucera & Francis, 1967).  The average 
frequency of the words was 92 per million.  The list of 22 words and their corresponding 
frequency from the Kucera and Francis count is shown below in Table 1.  

                      Table 1.  List of words sampling /k g/ word-initially. 

Target /k/ words  Target /g/ words 

target word frequency  target word frequency 

cob 1  gun 118 

kangaroo 1  game 123 

cost 229  gill 2 

color 141  gulp 2 

camera 36  gum 14 

call 188  girl 220 

coming 174  goat 6 

comb 6  gold 52 

cut 192  give 391 

coat 43  gallop 4 

cup 45  gate 37 

 
LP169’s spontaneous word productions were digitally recorded and transcribed by the author 
using narrow notation of the IPA.  Transcription reliability was calculated by having a trained 
independent listener retranscribe 10% of the samples collected.  Reliability was computed by 
dividing the total number of consonant agreements across transcribers by the total number of 
consonant agreements and disagreements.  Reliability was 97% across transcribers. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
As expected, LP169 gradually acquired /k g/ in the initial position of words across the 8 
sampling points.  At the initial sampling point only one word was produced accurately, the word 
‘gun.’  By the final sampling point, LP169 was producing the sounds /k g/ with 100% accuracy in 
the initial position.  The words that were produced accurately at each sampling point are shown 
below in Table 2. 

 

                  Table 2.  Words that changed at each sampling point. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

gun cob kangaroo 

cost 

game 

gill 

gulp 

gum 

girl 

goat 

color 

camera 

gold 

call 

coming 

comb 

cut 

coat 

give 

gallop 

 cup gate 

 

The average frequency of the words that were produced accurately (e.g., changed) at each 
sampling point was calculated and compared relative to the average frequency of the words that 
were not produced accurately (e.g., no change).  For example, at the initial sampling point, the 
only words that changed was ‘gun’ which has a frequency of 118.  The words that didn’t change 
consisted of all other 21 words that were sampled (e.g., cob, kangaroo, cost, game, etc...).  The 
average frequency of the 21 words that didn’t change was 91.  This computation was made at 
each point in time.  At the 6th sampling point, LP169 did not change any new words, yielding 
only 7 points in time for analysis.  The averages were plotted at each of the 7 sampling points 
where change occurred and are shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. The average frequency of words that changed relative to words that 
did not change. 

LP169 first changed a relatively high frequency word and then shifted to change relatively low 
frequency words followed by a gradual shift back to change in high frequency words until all of 
the words that were sampled had changed.  Thus, the pattern of change was recursive.  This 
finding does not correspond with the hypothesis that low frequency words are more likely to 
change because the high frequency words are more resistant.  In fact, the first word changed by 
LP169 was a high frequency word.  Moreover, the finding does not support that change is more 
likely to occur in high frequency words.  The fact that LP169 changed only one high frequency 
word before shifting to relatively low frequency words in the language seems to contradict this 
argument.  Rather, the observed pattern was recursive in nature.  These results suggest that 
children strive to achieve harmony in the lexicon by implementing change alternately to high and 
low frequency items.   

CONCLUSION 
This investigation examined the gradual emergence of correct sound productions in children’s 
lexicons.  In particular, the goal was to determine if the frequency of a word in the language 
impacted when it would change. The results suggest that children implement phonological 
change in words in a recursive pattern with relatively high, then low frequency words changing 
in turn as children master the production of a given sound.  While the exact words that changed 
were not predictable, the recursive alternation between change in high and low frequency words 
was uniformly predictable.  This suggests that children strive to achieve harmony in the lexicon 
and provides additional evidence of a link between phonological and lexical development.  

From a theoretical perspective, the findings of this investigation support a model of phonological 
change that encompasses the recursive pattern observed.  From a clinical perspective, the most 
efficacious treatment for children with phonological delays would be able to induce change to all 
words of the lexicon that contain a given sound at once.  Thus, further investigation will need to 
determine if the recursive pattern observed in this study can be experimentally manipulated to 
induce such change. 
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